
  

 

SLEEPING BRAIN 
陷眠者 
 
An ethnically Chinese entomologist enters a forest deep in the 

mountains of Taiwan, searching for the unique Dream Butterfly. 

After joining up with a Japanese photographer and a mute girl, a 

series of bizarre events begins to unfold, hinting at a mysterious 

secret hidden within the forest. 

 
 

The goal of entomologist Gong Wei-Hua, a second-generation 

Chinese living in Taiwan, is to bring a specimen of Taiwan’s rare 

Dream Butterfly back to his “motherland” China. After entering the 

Taiping Mountains he meets an amateur photographer from Japan, 

Aramura Kiichi, who loves to photograph butterflies. On the basis of 

their common interests, the two continue their quests together. 

 

Soon, they encounter a mysterious mute girl who maintains a living 

menagerie of rare butterflies deep in the forest. Overcome with 

excitement, Gong Wei-Hua suggests that she join their search as well, 

unaware of the significance of this simple act. For as soon as the girl 

joins them, the atmosphere in the forest changes, and a series of 

bizarre events begins to unfold: through his camera, Aramura Kiichi 

can see armed Japanese soldiers in the forest; and explosions, like the 

sound of crashing planes, can be heard in the distance. What is the 

connection between the mute girl and these strange events? Why 

was she living alone in the forest? And what other secrets does this 

forest hide? 

 

This highly-crafted graphic novel uses the forest setting, and the 

varied backgrounds and motivations of its three protagonists, to 

construct a magic-realist fable of Taiwan, conjuring the history of the 

island’s frequently contested status, the lingering shadow of the 

White Terror, and the ethnic identities of its inhabitants, ultimately 

leading readers into a dream-like space that will spark the 

imagination and invite a wealth of interpretations. 
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光も通さぬ霧の中

我々が夢見鳥に見る美しさは

（我已分辨不清蝴蝶的美，）

(In this thick fog that blocks out the sun,)

(I can no longer discern the butterflies’ beauty.)
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その羽ばたきゆえか

（是來自其翩然振翅？）

はたまた、霧の闇に浮かぶ影ゆえか

（抑或是出於這霧濛濛的暗影？）

(Are they beautiful because they flutter their wings?)

(Or is it because of the misty shadows I’m seeing?)
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Huh… How strange.

Why is a mute living in these 
mountains? I don’t get it…
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Excuse me,

... ...

This is my camera…

… Iah-á...

“Ah”?

…Are you speaking 
Mandarin?
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Iah... Iah-á...

Does he want me 
to go to him?

Can’t you speak?

Iah-á...

What’s he saying?
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Ah… Ah…

Voice…?

Mm!

…Butterfly?

Ah…

Ah, ah…

Mm!

Flew away…?
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…What does this 
mean?

And then you lost 
your voice…?

Ah !

Butterfly…

Voice…

the butterflies… took 
away your voice…?

Could it be that…

Mm!

Flew away…

No sound…

Mm!

…Is he making fun 
of me?
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Mm!

...

How can butterflies take away 
your voice? I don’t believe it…

It can’t be here, 
can it…

Oh? I can’t find the 
Papilio maraho butterfly 

on these trees…
…Are you also here to look for 

butterflies?

Looks like you’ve 
caught quite 

a few.

Let me guess,

are you also a 
butterfly collector?

Iah... Iah-á...

Oh, no?
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Pazala mullah.
Is all of this part of your collection?

...

…Mm.

Satarupa formosibia.

Aurora swallowtail.

Magellan birdwing.
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This is amazing!

All of these butterflies 
are endangered, and 

they’re here alive!

…Endangered?

...

But why are they put in lightbulbs?

This mute is a 
butterfly expert 

for sure!
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Oh !

Tch!

!!
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Ah… Look!

It’s fine to let them out!

Iah... Iah...

Iah-á...

Oh...

Eh?!
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Iah-á...

It died?

This… Aren’t we 
too careless?

Ah…

How about this?

Aramura and I, we’re not familiar with 
these mountains. If you’re going to look for 

such a rare butterfly,
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how about we come along and 
find new ones together?

...
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We couldn’t find a single rare butterfly 
after walking for so long. Even the 

purple butterflies are gone…

Hm…

Also, for some strange reason,

after he gave me back 
my camera,
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the shutter is no longer stuck.
I can take 

photographs again.

Eh?
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Two Japanese soldiers?
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Eh?
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Iah-á...

No, nothing, keep going…

Eh?
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Where did Professor Gong go?

Should we wait for him?

Ah, sorry to make you wait…

...
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I got tired from all the walking 
and took a break along the trail.

Found a pretty good spot while I was at it.

It’s not far, we can set up camp there!

Uh, sure.

...

What’s with this deer, 
it looks strange…

Let’s go! I left all my 
stuff there already.
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Iah-á...

Hmph…

It doesn’t want 
to rest?

It won’t be long before the sun sets…

Mm…

Crunch

We need to hurry! 
It’ll be hard to set up at night.
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Did you see anyone just now?

Who would be here this 
deep in the mountains?

...

We haven’t even caught a glimpse of 
rare butterflies!
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Is that so…

* BOOM
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Eh?
Something 

wrong?

There was this boom 
just now…

Didn’t you hear it?

It’s really quiet here!

...

Is that so…

* BOOM
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Eh? I heard it again!

Aramura, you’re probably tired…
...

So strange…

I’m going to check it out 
and come back!

Be careful!

* BOOM
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This mountain 
sure is weird.

Full of butterflies 
all of a sudden,

and now they’re gone. 

...

...

You already have 
such a collection.

Sorry for that shot just…
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Huh? Aramura?

Iah-á!?

Mm!
Should we go look?

* AAAHH—

You go first…

...

I’ll catch up.

Sorry for that shot just now...
!!!
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Is Aramura okay?

...

...

Cough!

Cough!

He should be fine now.
His breathing 

is normal.

This is a nice lake, suppose the butterflies 
come here for water…

Hngh…
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Let him lie down for a while.

Hu…

Urgh…

Urgh… Urgh…

A-are you alright?

Eh?

Urgh… 

Urgh… 

* BOOM
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